Harvest Table Runner
by Theresa Romeo

Pattern Level: Intermediate
Finished size: 54" x 11"
Seam allowances: ¼" Seam allowance has been included in the measurements.

Materials needed:
1 ¾ Yds - Black Leaf Print - Pattern 72587 Color J
(Cut a strip 14” by the length of the fabric. Save this for the back of the runner)
½ Yd - Pumpkin Print - Pattern 72588 Color J
1 ¾ Yds - Solid - To Match
* Fabric choices are from Cranston.

Cutting
From Pumpkin Print:
Piece A center square 5 pcs 4 ½ X 4 ½
(center pumpkins)
Solid:
B side strip of block 20 pcs 4 ½ X 1 ½
F long side strips 2 pcs 44 X 2
H point strips 2 pcs 9 X 2

From Black Leaf Print:
Piece C corner 20 pcs 1 ½ X 1 ½
D square 4 pcs 6 ¾ X 6 ¾
(cut diagonally to make 2 triangles from each)
E square 1 pc 7 X 7
(cut diagonally and diagonally again to make 4 triangles)
G square 1 pc 6 ½ X 6 ½
(cut diagonally to make triangles)
I point square 2 pcs 2 X 2

Instructions:
1) Cut all pieces out and mark them.
2) Using pieces A and B, sew piece B to each side of piece A (Fig.1).
3) Using pieces B and C sew piece C to each end of piece B (Fig.2)
4) Sew 1 strip to top and one to bottom of piece A. Repeat with all sets (you now have 5 blocks). At this point you might want to lay piece out on a table to set design. It will be easier to assemble. (Fig. 3)
5) Sew piece D to each side of 3 blocks. (Fig. 4)
6) Sew 1 piece D and 1 piece E to remaining 2 blocks. Sew remaining piece E to both blocks. (You will now have 5 sections or blocks) (Fig. 5).
7) Assemble sections as follows in (Fig. 6):
8) Sew piece F to each long side of runner. (See Fig. 6)
9) Sew 1 piece of H to piece G starting at point of G. (Piece H will be longer than piece G; do not cut it off. See Fig. 7).
10) Sew piece I to end of piece H. (Fig. 8)
11) Sew this piece to opposite side of G (The end of the strip will extend past piece G. See Fig. 9).
12) Draw a line across section just sewn and cut.
13) Sew these sections to each end of runner.
14) Place the runner on the fabric (which you saved as noted earlier) with the right sides together. This is the lining. Pin the runner to the lining. Trim so pieces are the same size.
15) Sew together leaving a 6” opening on one long side.
16) Turn, sew opening closed and press.